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Foreword
This handbook is a result of the Erasmus+ project “Social Values STEM from European Heritage" (no.
2019-1-RO01-KA229-063117), conceived in multinational team.
This project is implemented in partnership by six schools from: Romania, Hungary, Italy, Poland, Portugal
and Turkey. The project partners are:


Liceul Teoretic „Tudor Arghezi”, Craiova, Romania



Budapesti Gépészeti Szakképzési Centrum Eötvös Loránd Szakgimnáziuma és Szakközépiskolája,
Budapest, Hungary



Istituto d’ Istruzione Superiore “G.Boccardi”, Termoli, Italy



Colégio Casa Mãe, Paredes, Portugal



Zespół Szkół Ogólnokształcących 5 IV Liceum Ogólnokształcące z Oddziałami Mistrzostwa Sportowego im.
Marynarzy WOP, Gdansk, Poland



Nezihe Derya Baltali Bilim ve Sanat Merkezi, Denizli, Turkey
Nowadays a decreasing number of young people decide to take up STEM-related (Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics) studies and careers. The project target group, direct beneficiary of all activities are
students of applied science subjects, between the ages of 15 and 18 with different levels of performance. The
possibilities of the students -especially in high schools – are limited when it comes to experiencing a mixed school and
work path, in which the theoretical knowledge learned in the traditional curriculum can be used in more concrete
contexts.
The main project objectives are:
- to promote & ensure the recognition of the social, economic & educational value of the EU cultural heritage;
- to promote interdisciplinary co-operation in STEM to address the problem of lack of motivation for the study of
STEM;
- to develop basic STEM skills & knowledge through cross-curricular CLIL & ICT approaches;
- to support effective and innovative pedagogies and teaching in order to contribute to the teachers'
professional development;
- to develop collaborative learning, utilizing the expertise and knowledge of others (peers, teachers and
professionals);
Mention must be made that, in what follows, we intended to illustrate possible cross-curricular approaches by
using a wide variety of resources, some of which we adapted to meet our objectives and tasks, while some others are
entirely original, being the result of personal work and creativity. Also, this brochure represents the first volume out of a
number of three volumes illustrating the materials conceived and used in the work of the students and teachers
involved in this very demanding project. While this volume is focused on mathematics, the other two will illustrate the
other branches of the STEM, which are sciences, technology and engineering.
The present handbook is meant to share our experience as an example of good practice.
The coordinators
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Module 1:
Tangible Heritage. The Maths behind Its Creation
The Social and the Economic Impact
Topic 1: The “Torre de Vilar”, Paredes, Portugal
LINGUISTIC TRAINING 1

The “Torre de Vilar”, Paredes, Portugal
Aims:
- to help students develop their vocabulary on geometrical figures;
- to improve the communicative skills of the students in English;
- to help students build on their mathematical skills
Stages:
I.

Presentation

The teacher presents all the geometrical figures that the students will need for this lesson, starting
from very simple figures to more complex ones.
These are:
The point = An exact location in space, usually represented by a dot
Example:
point A
The angle=a figure formed by two rays that have a common endpoint
Example:

The vertex= the point where two or more rays meet; the point of intersection of two sides of the
polygon; the point of intersection of three or more edges of a solid figure; the top point of a cone.
! The plural of vertex is vertices.
Examples:
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The obtuse triangle= A triangle that has one obtuse angle
Example:

The polygon= a closed plane figure formed by three or
more line segments
Examples:

The square=A rectangle with 4 equal sides
Example:

Parallel lines= Lines in a plane that never intersect
Example:

Intersecting lines= lines that cross at exactly one point.
Example:

Line EF intersects line GH.
Perpendicular lines= two lines that intersect to form four right angles
Example:

the triangle=A polygon with three sides
Examples:
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the equilateral triangle= a triangle with three congruent sides
Example:

The isosceles triangle=A triangle with two congruent sides

Example:

The right triangle= a triangle with one right angle

Example:

The line segment
A part of a line that includes two points, called endpoints, and all of the points between them
Example:

line segment AB or line segment BA

The acute angle=An angle that has a measure less than a right angle (less than 90°)
Example:

The obtuse angle= An angle whose measure is greater than 90° and
less than 180°
Example:

The rectangle= A parallelogram with four right angles
Example:
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The parallelogram=A quadrilateral whose opposite sides
are parallel and congruent
Examples:

The quadrilateral= a polygon with four sides
Examples:

The circle= a closed plane figure with all points on the figure the same
distance from the center
Example:

The radius=a line segment with one endpoint at the center of a circle and the
other endpoint on the circle
Example:

Solid figures
Examples:
be

sphere

cube

sphere

triangular
prism
square
pyramid
rectangular
prism

triangular
pyramid
cylinder

cone

Base=A side of a polygon or a face of a solid figure by which the figure is measured or named
Examples:
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face=A flat surface of a solid figure
Example:

Edge=The line segment where two faces of a solid figure meet
Example:

Practice:
1. Working in groups, the students from each group are given a set of words in which the
letters have been jumbled. They have find the words within a time limit. The group with
most unjumbled words is the winner.
2. Another activity is to name the figure. The students are divided into three groups. A
contest between these groups is organized. The teacher shows each member of the group
one geometrical figure. They have to name it and write it down. The group with most
correct answers is the winner.
3. Games. The students are asked to go to the link below:
https://www.mathgames.com/geometry
There they find lot of interactive games which require them to use the newly acquired
vocabulary in very engaging and entertaining games.
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4. A quiz. The students are asked to follow the link below and solve the quiz.
http://www.math.com/school/subject3/S3U2Quiz.html

Production.
The free use of the newly acquired vocabulary in the context set by the necessity to solve the
mathematical problem.
Further study. The students are given the following information sheet, which is useful in solving
any problem which uses proportions. The aim is to teach students the vocabulary which is
necessary in dealing with proportions:
Figures that are the same shape but not necessarily the same size are called similar figures. The
triangles below are similar.
In a pair of similar figures, the measures of corresponding angles are equal, and the corresponding
sides are in proportion.
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Similar figures

Let's look at the corresponding parts of these two triangles, triangle MHS and triangle ONE. Are
the corresponding sides equal? How about the corresponding angles?

These triangles are not congruent, because the corresponding sides are obviously not equal. But
they are somehow alike, aren't they? They have the same shape.
What about their angles? Are they equal? If we put triangle ONE on top of triangle MHS, we
could compare each angle, and we would find that the corresponding angles are all congruent.
This gives us the definition of similar triangles: if the corresponding angles of two triangles are
congruent, then the triangles are similar.
The present handbook is the result of the Erasmus+ project “Social Values STEM from European Heritage”
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Not only are the corresponding angles the same size in similar polygons, but also the sides are
proportional. We can use the ratios called proportions to help us find missing values.
Information source: http://www.math.com/school/subject3/lessons/S3U3L2DP.html

Thales' Theorem
Two triangles are similar when they have equal angles and proportional sides.
THALES’ THEOREM: If we have three parallel straight lines, a, b and c, and they cut other two
ones, r and r’, then they produce proportional segments:

When two triangles have a common angle and they have parallel opposite sides, we say that they
are in Thales position:

Then they are similar ones and have proportional sides.

To check that two right triangles are similar, it is enough if one of their acute angles is equal or
two of their corresponding sides are proportional:
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We can use this in real situations:
Problem: Calculate the height of Pepito’s house considering the given distances and Pepito’s
height in the picture:

The triangles are similar because they share an acute angle.

The height of the house is 4,57m

Information source:
http://www.mathspadilla.com/2ESO/Unit2-Geometry/thales_theorem.html
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LESSON PLAN 1

Lesson Plan: “Mathematics is Around Us” – The “Torre de Vilar”, Paredes Portugal

1. Argument: This monument was a military construction, with an important role in the defense
of local territory. It was built in the second half of the 13th century.
It is part of the Romanic Route / Rota do Românico, which is meant to preserve and make known
the Portuguese Romanic heritage.
2. Aims: Based on the global motto, “Maths is Around Us”, the main general aim is to motivate
students to learn Maths, since it is part of our daily life.
3. Topic: The Maths Around Torre de Vilar
4. Objectives
- to make students aware of the local heritage and its importance;
- to create cross -curricular approaches between different knowledge areas, such as Maths and
History;
- to make students realize how important Maths is for real life.
5. Time available: 1 hour
If it is possible, organize a study visit of 3 hours: 1 hour to travel; 1 hour to do the field work; 1
hour for discussion and feedback (for Portuguese students only).
6. Students’ Grade 9th / 10th Grade
The present handbook is the result of the Erasmus+ project “Social Values STEM from European Heritage”
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7. Organization - Group work (4 students per group)
8. Assumptions
- students know the Thales theorem and can apply it in concrete situations;
- students can calculate the perimeter, the surface area and the volume of a cuboid.
9. Methods and procedures
It is a study case, so the students are given a concrete situation to work on;
It’s a hands-on approach, since students have to use instruments to measure and calculate results;
It is a school trip activity, since students have to go to the tower and find the information they
need, from the “real thing” (the study visit can be adapted to the local heritage).
10. Materials and equipment: rulers, pencils, calculators, measuring tapes, worksheets
11. Strategy


Create groups within the class;



Make sure students understand group / cooperative work rules;



Hand the script and check the instructions with students.

Each group gets a script:
- Task: The students must make the necessary measures to calculate the volume and the height of
the tower;
- The students take the measure of the shadow of the tower, the height of one of the students, and
the distance from the tower base to the student’s shadow;
- Using the gathered information, they calculate the height of the tower (using the Tales theorem);
- They calculate the base surface area;
- They calculate the volume of the tower.
- They must take the necessary material.
4. Study trip to the tower
5. Group activities
6. Class discussion: comparing results;
7. Treasure Hunt inside the tower: looking for the hidden results.
8. Class discussion: Doing Error Analysis.
12. Evaluation and Feedback
Forms:
- Written questionnaire

- Oral questioning throughout the activity

Goals of evaluation:
- To evaluate the levels of satisfaction, bearing in mind cooperative work (task division, roles
within the group), interpersonal relationships
The present handbook is the result of the Erasmus+ project “Social Values STEM from European Heritage”
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- To evaluate the mathematical knowledge and the students’ ability to apply theoretical concepts
to daily practical situations.

Assignment 1

Students worksheet: The “Torre de Vilar” – Paredes, Portugal
1. Necessary information

This monument was a military construction, with an important role in defense of local territiory. It
was built in the second half of the 13th century.
It is part of the Romanic Route / Rota do Românico, which is meant to preserve and make known
the Portuguese Romanic heritage.


Student’s height: 1,60 m



Student’s shadow: 2 m



The shadow of the tower: 22,5 m



1.000 liters = 1 m3

2. You must use the Thales formula to perform the task

TASK 1: Calculate the height of the tower, using the Thales formula
TASK 2: Knowing that the length of the base is 20% larger than the width and the perimeter of
the base is 22m, calculate the base surface of the tower.
TASK 3: Using the data gathered, please answer the question: How many liters of wine would the
soldiers need, in order to fill the tower, assuming that the walls are 50 cm thick?
TASK 4: Calculate how big a flag you need to cover te whole tower (4 walls)
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Topic 2: The Azulejos Tiles in Portugal
LINGUISTING TRAINING 2

The Azulejos Tiles in Portugal
Aims:


To help students acquire the vocabulary connected with certain mathematical symbols and
geometrical shapes;



To teach students how to express in English the formulas for the area and the perimeter of
some basic geometrical shapes;



to facilitate learning of some basic mathematical symbols and shapes.

The students are given the following link and they are asked to watch the movie presenting some
basic mathematical symbols.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BouqkWYlfzg

Activity 1. While watching, the students are asked to write down the mathematical symbols as
they are presented, as symbols, together with the words describing them/their signification.
For example,
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Activity 2. After this, the students are given a set of symbols and they are required to write down
the words naming them.
Geometrical shapes.
The students are given the following link and they are asked to watch the movie presenting some
ex
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3QpcKw3v2Mo&t=5s

Activity 1. The students are asked to draw the shapes, together with the words describing them.
For example,

https://whatistheurl.com/shapes-names-with-pictures/shapes-names/
The present handbook is the result of the Erasmus+ project “Social Values STEM from European Heritage”
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Activity 2. After this, the students are given a set of shapes and they are required to write down
the words naming them.
Areas and perimeters
The students are asked to watch the video below and, while watching, they have to fill in the gaps
in the text below

w:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P7S0-E39kV8

In this video I would like to talk about the area and perimeter formulas of common geometric
shapes. Area is the ……….(amount of space) found inside a ……………..(two-dimensional)
shape. The perimeter is the distance around the shape. The formula helps you calculate the area
and the perimeter.
Let’s start with a……….. (circle). The…………. (area) of a circle is equal to……………. (pi
radius square). The perimeter of a circle which is called the……………. (circumference) and is
equal to …………….(2pi r or radius).
The area of a parallelogram is………………. (base times height). Remember the height of a
parallelogram is the line that must be perpendicular to the base. The perimeter of a parallelogram
is………………………. (two times base plus height).
The area of a rectangle is……………………….. (base times height). The perimeter of a
rectangle is ……………………….(two times base plus height).
You can find the area of a rhombus two ways. If the height is given you can use……………….
(base times height). If the height is not given you can use …………………………….(one half
times diagonal 1 times diagonal 2).
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The area of a square is side square. The perimeter of a square equals ……………..(4 times side).
The area of a trapezoid equals to …………………(one half of base 1 plus base 2 times the
height). The perimeter is equal to ………………….(base 1 plus base 2 plus side 1 plus side 2).
The area of a triangle is equal …………………..(to one half of base times height). If the height
is not given, you can use Heron’s formula which is the square root of s times s minus a times s
minus b times s minus c and s is a plus b plus c divided by two. The perimeter of a triangle is
equal to a plus b plus c.
Hope these formulas help. Thanks for watching!
Percentages
The students are asked to watch the video below and, while watching, they have to answer the
following questions:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gYc6XaVQu1M
In what kind of contexts might you use percentages?
What are percentages used to show?
What is the percentage of people who own a television set/computer?
What is the percentage of people who live in rented accommodation?
What can you say about the percentage of people who own a property?
What is the topic chosen by the presenter to talk about percentages?
What does UNESCO stand for?
What does “naming and shaming” mean?
What is the good news? What is the bad news?
What words can you use to express an approximate percentage?
The present handbook is the result of the Erasmus+ project “Social Values STEM from European Heritage”
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What can you say about the gender difference for literacy between men and women? Use different
mathematical terms to express it.

LESSON PLAN 2

Lesson Plan: The Azulejos Tiles in Portugal

1. Argument (Azulejo is a form of Portuguese and Spanish painted tin-glazed ceramic tilework.
Azulejos are found on the interior and the exterior of churches, palaces, ordinary houses, schools,
and nowadays, restaurants, bars and even railways or subway stations.

2. Aim: To connect mathematical concepts with different aspects of real life to improve the
students’ motivation to study mathematics.
3. Subject
The present handbook is the result of the Erasmus+ project “Social Values STEM from European Heritage”
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Area calculation, how to use formulas
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Percentage calculation,
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Unit conversion
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4. Objectives:
-

By the end of the lesson the students will be able to measure/calculate area, cost
and loss;

-

To prove the importance of mathematics in everyday life.

5. Time available: 60 minutes
6. Students’ age or grade: 9th/10th grade
7. Organization: Group work/pair work
8. Assumptions:
-

Formulas and measurement units

-

Unit conversion

-

Calculation of area and basic percentage calculation

9. Methods and procedures: Discussion, debates, study cases
10. Materials and equipment: Worksheets, tiles, smart devices, Internet connection, rulers
11. Strategy:
Stages
1. The students search information about Azulejos;
2. Using the worksheets, photos;
3. They will have to calculate the area without windows and doors, of those
parts which are decorated with tiles;
4. After that they have to decide how many tiles, or boxes they need to cover
the surface with 15% loss ;
5. What happens, when we change the dimensions of the tiles (the tiles are
different sizes, the values: small 12X12 cm; standard: 20X20 cm, extra
large: 42X42 cm).
12. Evaluation and feedback
-

Oral evaluation

-

Peer evaluation/ feedback

-

Questionnaire
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Assignment 2

Students worksheet: The Azulejos Tiles in Portugal. Calculating Area & Costs
Task 1 : We have a new building that we want to cover with Azulejos tiles. Using the data in the
drawing, calculate the area of the surface that you have to cover.
The entire area of ground floor is A1 (tile 20x20), the area of the windows and the gate is B1, the
area of ground floor we have to cover with tiles is C1.
The entire area of top floor is A2 (tile 12x12), the area of the windows and the gate is B2, the area
of top floor we have to cover with tiles is C2.
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A1 =
B1 =
C1 = A1 – B1 =
A2 =
B2 =
C2 = A2 – B2 =

Task 2: When you use tiles to cover a certain surface, there is some loss of material, due to shape,
broken tiles and even pattern. Also, some of the tiles might fall or break in time, so you will have
to save some tiles for repairs. Considering that for

,the loss is 15% (that is we can only use

85% of the tiles).
These are examples:

:



How many square metres of tiles should you buy (name it with an x), taking into account
the 15% loss?

:

x

:

x

C1=23.85

:

x

C2=43.89

:

x
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Percentage exercise:
quizizz.com/join/quiz/5dc1ef5fb0c198001bf19ee3/start?referrer=5b8fcefaa1d4b10019aa1
ae0

Task 3: Unit conversion:
The measure unit we use is the meter, but the tiles are measured in centimeters;
1. standard tiles: 20X20 cm;

25 pieces / box

2. small size:

70 pieces / box

12X12 cm;

First you have to calculate how many square meters are in each box. Then how many boxes you
have to buy in each size.

Size

number of boxes

/box

Small
Standard


exercise unit conversion: https://learningapps.org/display?v=psfenw7xt19

Task 4: Calculate the sum we need to cover the surface with tiles (that is how much money we
need to spend for all the materials).

Description

How
many?

Weight

Unit cost

Cost

(kg)

(€)

(€)

Number of boxes (20x20)

35

Number of boxes (12x12)

32

Glue (1 kg/

5

)

Total:
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Topic 3: “Luis I” Bridge in Porto, Portugal
LINGUISTIC TRAINING 3

“Luis I” Bridge in Porto, Portugal
Aim: The aim of the lesson is to familiarize students with the mathematical language used in
solving quadratic equations.
Warm up- linear equations
The students are given the following equations and the teachers shows them how to read them
aloud. Then, the following video (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OFzqDatEvCo)
is played and the students are encouraged to do the “dance” for the following equations:
y=x

y=-x

y=IxI y= -IxI y=x²

y =x³ y= 1/x y=-1/x y=logₐx

y=aⁿ

y=sinx

y=cosx x²+y²= R²

Quadratic Equations.
The students receive the following information sheet:
Quadratic Equations.
The name Quadratic comes from "quad", which means square, because the variable gets squared.
The quadratic equation is also called an "Equation of Degree 2" (because of the "2" on the x)
The Standard Form of a Quadratic Equation looks like this:
ax2 + bx + c = 0


a, b and c are known values called Coefficients. a can't be 0.
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"x" is the variable or unknown (because we don't know it yet).

In order to find the solution to the quadratic equation, we can use the special
Quadratic Formula, which has two possible answers:

b2 − 4ac is called the Discriminant, because it can "discriminate" between the possible types of
answer:


when b2 − 4ac is positive, we get two Real solutions



when it is zero we get just ONE real solution (both answers are the same)



when it is negative we get a pair of Complex solutions

Activities:
1. The students are asked to read the information sheet in order to be able to answer
questions like:
Where does the name quad come from?
What is the standard form of a quadratic equation?
Can you read the standard form of a quadratic equation aloud in English?
What term do we use to name a, b, c and x in the formula of the quadratic equation?
What is the discriminant and why is it named like that?
2. Remembering the formula
The following song can be used in order to help the students keep the quadratic formula in mind:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VOXYMRcWbF8

Resources:
https://www.mathsisfun.com/algebra/quadratic-equation.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VOXYMRcWbF8
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LESSON PLAN 3

Lesson Plan: „Luis I” Bridge in Porto, Portugal

1. Argument: this bridge is an important facility, which connects two banks of the Daouro river.
It was built by Teofilo Seyrig, one of Gustave Eiffel’s students, between 1881 and 1886.
The double-decker Dom Luis I Bridge is an icon of the city of Porto. It spans the River Douro
linking the Port wine houses of Vila Nova de Gaia with the bustling downtown Ribeira district of
Porto. Its construction took place between 1881 and 1886 with the bridge being built adjacent to
an existing bridge which it later replaced. The granite pillars of the original bridge are still in
place, standing on the Ribeira like a pair of gate posts.
2. Aims: to motivate students by connecting Mathematics with real life.
3. Subject: to identify the graph of function represented by this bridge.
4. Objectives :
-

to identify the function represented in the photo of the bridge;

-

to introduce the concept of square monomial in a specific example;
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to prove that mathematics is very important and useful in real life;

-

to move the function graph;

-

to read the characteristics of the quadratic function from the graph;

-

to illustrate how the knowledge on the quadratic function can be used in physics in

2020

mechanics;
-

to improve the scientific English language skills;

-

to calculate the top of the bridge coordinates x=-b/2a;

-

to calculate the function for the bridge when it goes up/down knowing the co-ordinates of
the beginning and the end of the bridge function.

5. Time available: 1 hour
6. Students' Age/ Grade: 16-17 years old (10th/ 11th grade)
7. Organisation: Individual or group work. They can design some materials beforehand and
present them at the end of the lesson.
8. Assumption: The students should have some previous knowledge on the concept of the
quadratic monomial and the graph. They might have some problems with the explanation or
translation of some specific mathematical language into English.
9. Methods/ procedures: Hands-on activity, study case, debate
10. Materials and equipment: A computer or a laptop, mobile phones, a ruler and a video game
about building a bridge, paper, etc.
11. Strategy:
-We put students into groups (made of 3 or 4 students) and ask them to identify the function
connected with the arch of the bridge (square monomial function).
- the students find the information about the height and the length of this bridge;
- the students will calculate the constant value y=ax2 using the information collected before.
- the students will make the connection to the physics formula x=x0+v0t+ t2 to identify the square
monomial function in specific conditions of traffic on the bridge;
- Students can make a model of the bridge in a specific scale.
12. Evaluation and feedback: the evaluation can be done orally and with questionnaires.
The feedback will be received and offered by peers and teachers, too.
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Assignment 3

Students worksheet: “Luis I” Bridge in Porto, Portugal
Search on the Internet in order to find the real values of x (length) and y (height) of Luis I Bridge
in Porto. Write down and use the values in the following tasks.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dom_Lu%C3%ADs_I_Bridge

Height

Lower deck leight

Upper deck leight (road)

(m)

(m)

(m)

Task 1: Identify the function equation shown by the curve of the bridge only by looking at the
picture of the bridge.
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Using the given values of the bridge, calculate the constant a=? from the curve mathematics
equation. Is this value positive or negative? a>0 ? or a<0 ?

Task 2: Calculate the top of the bridge coordinates choosing the best position for point 0 of the
coordinates. Draw the graph illustrating the distance between 0 point and the top of the arch and
the distance between 0 point and the point where the graph intersects with the x axis.
V(

;

)

Task 3: A car goes over the bridge accelerating its motion. Write the equation of motion and
connect it with the second degree function f(x)=ax2+bx+c (1) identifying the particular
correspondence between the constant values from second degree function and the law of the
straight line of accelerated motion. x=x0+v0t+ t2 (2)
Equation (1) a=const; b= const; c=const
Equation (2) a=acceleration; v0=initial velocity; x0 – initial distance; x-final distance; t-time
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Topic 4: The Maths behind Specific Architectural Features
LINGUISTING TRAINING 4

The Maths behind Specific Architectural Features
What is a function?
Activity 1.Warm up
The students are encouraged to listen to this song and to sing it along.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sE4eq0cjLFk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sE4eq0cjLFk

Activity 2. The students are asked to watch the video and, while watching it, to fill in the gaps in
the following text:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y5Z8X7Ur9vE
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In order to sketch the graph of a function it is extremely important that you memorize the
following basic graphs. Later we’ll do some transformations with each of these.
F of x equals x is ………….(a linear equation). Notice f of x is the same as y.
F of x equals x squared is………………… (the graph of a parabola). Notice the range is only y
greater than or equal zero.
F of x equals x cubed is called ……………….(the cubic equation). Turns out it’s an odd function,
coincidentally the exponent is an odd number.
F of x equals the square root of x. That’s……………….. (the inverse function of x equals x
squared). Notice if we’ve reflected the whole thing around the line, y equals x it would not be a
function. Notice …………..(the domain) is only x greater than or equal to zero and…………….
(the range) is greater than or equal to zero.
F of x equals this absolute value of x. It looks like the letter V. Notice the range is only y greater
than or equal to zero.
F of x equals 1 over x – …………….(the reciprocal equation). This is a hyperbola only in
quadrants 1 and 3, there’s an asymptote, a vertical asymptote and a horizontal asymptote
F of x equals the sine of x. The period is 2 pi, the range goes from negative one up to one.
F of x equals the cosine of x. This is actually the same as the sin function except it’s out of phase,
so it’s shifted over. Once again the period is 2 pi and the range goes from negative 1 to positive 1.

Activity 3 The students are played this song https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7QH_qvFZZA0
and asked to answer the questions below:
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1. What will happen today?
2. What should you have realised by now?
3. What is a “translation”?
4. What is a “dilation”?
5. What are the “intercepts”?
6. What is a “reflection”?
7. Which are the major graphs to know?
Activity 4 The students are asked to fill in the lyrics of the following song:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2BHzXItkByU&list=RD2BHzXItkByU&start_radio=1

Graph!
Yeah! Okay! Let’s go!
Graph! Graph! Graph! Graph! Graph….Graph!
Graph! Graph! Graph! Graph! Graph….Graph!
In the class with his homies
Trying to get y to equal..equal…. mx plus b
To make…………… graphing easy
I was the teacher checking on him
From the staff he was saying about math,
I knew that he got me, got me
This boy was a G
My lesson got heavy
I had a girl screaming she didn’t know
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She’s saying ‘Come help me!’
So I got her up and brought her up to the board and said
I’ll let you know
Then I told her. I said
‘Graph! Get y alone, you know that’s step 1’
‘Graph! Starting on b, we’re about to have fun…’
‘Graph! Now we use………………. that slope, we’re about to be done’
‘Graph! ………………..Plot a few more points, draw that line and then you’
‘Graph! Graph! Graph! Graph! Graph….Graph!’
‘Graph! Graph! Graph! Graph! Graph….Graph!’
She’s mixed up in her head now
Says she can’t remember what to do
After she ……………….plots point b
I said ‘Watch and you’ll see (watch and you’ll see now)!’
Now I gotta keep it real now,
‘Just use………………. rise over run after starting on point b
It’s that easy’
Now, if you rise up, it’s positive and if you fall, it’s negative,
And if you run right, it’s positive and left is negative,
She said ‘I get it now!’
And I’m like ’Now graph that line for me!’
She said ‘Give me the test!’ and I’m like ‘Yeah, who ever thought it could be that easy?’
And I said
‘Graph! Get y alone, you know that’s step 1!’
‘Graph! Starting on b, we’re about to have fun…’
‘Graph! Now we use……………. that slope, we’re about to be done’
‘Graph! ……………..Plot a few more points, draw that line and then you’
‘Graph! Graph! Graph! Graph! Graph….Graph!’
‘Graph! Graph! Graph! Graph! Graph….Graph!’
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LESSON PLAN 4

Lesson Plan: The Maths behind Specific Architectural Features

1. Argument: Many students want to study architecture and they need to see the connection
between the mathematics they study during the classes and the implications their studies will
have on their future jobs.
2. Aim: In order to see the function behind the shape of the arches used in the cathedral, the
students will need to be able to recognize the connection between the graphic representation
and the mathematical formula.
3. Subject and the topic: The maths behind architectural features
4. Objectives:
- The students will identify curves;
- The students will associate the graph of function with the particular shapes they have
identified;
- The students will study the connection between the formula used and the shape/the curve
which appears on the graph of function.
5. Time available: 50 minutes (1 hour)
6. Students’ age or grade: Fifteen- year- old students, 9th/10th grade
7. Organization of the lesson:
- Team work
- Frontal work
- Pair work
8. Assumptions:
- The students already know the concept of first degree, quadratic/second degree, exponential
and trigonometrical functions,
- The students know how to represent functions graphically;
- Possible lack of specific vocabulary in English.
9. Methods and procedures:
- Matching the functions with the curves;
- Showing the visual material, the students have to identify the curves in the picture;
- Observation on how the different coefficients of the equation affect/modify the curve
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- Using Geo -Gebra application.
10. Materials and equipment: Pictures, rulers, laptops/computers, Internet connection, the GeoGebra application

Cathedral of Porto (Sé de Porto) (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Porto_Cathedral)
11. Strategy:
Stages
i. Warm up stage – team work: each team has different functions and graphical
representations. They are required to match them. It is a good opportunity to revise the
technical terms in English and their mathematical knowledge in connection with these
functions.
ii. Presentation – Frontal work: The students are shown pictures and they are given some
information (Historical, Architectural) on the Cathedral the pictures were taken in. After
this they are required to identify the curves in the arches of the Cathedral with the graphics
of the functions they have tackled with.
iii.

Practice – pair work: By using the GeoGebra application, the students will learn how the
change of the coefficients used influences the curve of the graphs. They will also discover
the relation existing between the coefficients and the minimum/maximum of the functions,
and also the relation between the coefficients and the position of the graphic representation
of the second degree function.

12. Evaluation and feedback: At the first stage the evaluation will be done by providing the right
answers and asking for individual evaluation from each group. We will use two criteria for
evaluation: one, regarding the Maths answers, the other one -regarding the English knowledge.
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At the second stage, the evaluation will be peer evaluation. They evaluate their deskmates’ work.
At the third stage the evaluation will be done by using applications: for example, Quizziz,
learningapps.com. They get feedback and evaluation immediately.

Assignment 4

Students worksheet: The Maths behind Specific Architectural Features
Warm up stage: Using applications:
i.

Match the functions with the graphic representations and formulas!
https://learningapps.org/display?v=p3u1iwwxj19

ii.

Find the curves and the functions
https://learningapps.org/5171404

iii.

Quizizz competition
quizizz.com/join/quiz/5dc0a0063afaa4001c671d4e/start?referrer=5b681542b48ff70019f6bf46

Task 1
Find the curves in the pictures, and tell which function they represent!
a.

http://static.lovetotravel.pl/galery/th/th1_431_panorama.jpg

The Arch of Triumph in Bucharest: This is the first and second degree function.
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https://live.staticflickr.com/8247/8495306258_c232cd7c72_b.jpg

The Basilica Cistern in Istanbul: This is the second degree function, or the sinus function as well.

c.

https://www.szeretlekmagyarorszag.hu/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/DSC_3231.jpg

The Matthias Church in Budapest: This is the second degree function.

d.

https://pixers.us/wall-murals/monument-of-stefan-cel-mare-in-chisinau-moldova-46443356
Stefan the Great’s Statue in Chisinau, Moldavia: This is the exponential function.
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e. https://media2.trover.com/T/5675b38ed09001612e07bb95/fixedw_large_4x.jpg
Sao Bento Train Station, Porto. This is the sinus function.
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f. http://www.digitaljournal.com/img/3/6/3/9/8/8/i/1/3/7/o/Polish_upside_down_2a.jpg
The Upside -down House in Szymbark, Poland. This is the first degree function.

Task2: Draw these graphs of equations in GeoGebra!
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
Discuss in pairs/teams how the functions and their graphs have changed when we use different
coefficients.
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Study Case.
The Social & Economic Impact of the Creation of Certain Components of Heritage

Topic: Civic Responsibility with Regard to Heritage Preservation
Assignment 5

Student worksheet: Interactive map
AIM: to create an interactive map to illustrate the socio-economic impact of some components of
European tangible heritage and the importance of protecting them
TASK: Create an INTERACTIVE MAP and pinpoint the following components of the European
heritage, with specific and relevant information focused on the economic and social impact their
creation had upon the society:
1. “Luis I” Bridge in Porto, Portugal
2. “Anghel Saligny” Bridge in Cernavodă, Romania
3. The Basilica Cistern in Istanbul, Turkey
4. The Pisa Tower in Pisa, Italy
5. The Wielinczka Salt Mine, near Krakow, Poland
6. The Széchenyi Thermal Baths in Budapest, Hungary
Recommandation: Work in groups (3-4 students/group)
STEP 1
-

Search the internet for information about each components in the list, copy the source
(link) and save a relevant photo to be attached to the map;

-

Write down the following information regarding: location, date of construction, a short
description, their importance from a social, economic, tourist perspective, etc. and add this
information in the interactive map. ( for ex. https://www.visme.co/map-generator/ )

STEP 2
Evaluation of the IMPACT from your point of view :


HISTORICALLY (geostrategic influence, development, etc.);



ECONOMICALLY (industry, trade, tourism, etc.);



SOCIALLY ( possible increase of the number of inhabitants in the area, the rise in the
standard of living, etc.).
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Have a discussion in your teams in order to identify the level of (low/ medium/ high)
impact and argue the choice made.

Component of heritage

Source
(link)

Useful information
(location, period of
construction, historical
information etc.)

Economic impact

Social impact

Low/Medium/High

Low/Medium/High

Luis I Bridge
( Porto, Portugal)
Anghel Saligny Bridge
(Cernavodă, Romania)
Basilica Cistern
(Istanbul, Turkey)
Pisa tower
(Pisa, Italy)
The Széchenyi Thermal
Baths
(Budapest, Hungary)
The Wielinczka Salt
Mine
(near Krakow, Poland)

STEP 3
Share your interactive map on the etwinning twinspace section .
Peer evaluation /Feed-back
STEP 4
Corrections and improvements as a result of the evaluation performed in step 3.
Conclusions

FOR MORE INFORMATION FOLLOW
OUR PROJECT ON:

https://twinspace.etwinning.net/92569/home
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SOURCES:
1 https://www.mathgames.com/geometry
2 http://www.math.com/school/subject3/S3U2Quiz.html
3 http://www.math.com/school/subject3/lessons/S3U3L2DP.html
4 http://www.mathspadilla.com/2ESO/Unit2-Geometry/thales_theorem.html
5 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BouqkWYlfzg
6 https://whatistheurl.com/shapes-names-with-pictures/shapes-names/
7 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P7S0-E39kV8
8 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gYc6XaVQu1M
9 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OFzqDatEvCo
10 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VOXYMRcWbF8
11 https://www.mathsisfun.com/algebra/quadratic-equation.html
12 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VOXYMRcWbF8
13 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dom_Lu%C3%ADs_I_Bridge
14 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y5Z8X7Ur9vE
15 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sE4eq0cjLFk
16 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7QH_qvFZZA0
17 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2BHzXItkByU&list=RD2BHzXItkByU&start_radio=1
18 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Porto_Cathedral
19 https://learningapps.org/display?v=p3u1iwwxj19
20 https://learningapps.org/5171404
21 https://learningapps.org/display?v=psfenw7xt19
22 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3QpcKw3v2Mo&t=5s
23 http://static.lovetotravel.pl/galery/th/th1_431_panorama.jpg
24 https://live.staticflickr.com/8247/8495306258_c232cd7c72_b.jpg
25 https://www.szeretlekmagyarorszag.hu/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/DSC_3231.jpg
26 https://pixers.us/wall-murals/monument-of-stefan-cel-mare-in-chisinau-moldova-46443356
27 https://media2.trover.com/T/5675b38ed09001612e07bb95/fixedw_large_4x.jpg
28 http://www.digitaljournal.com/img/3/6/3/9/8/8/i/1/3/7/o/Polish_upside_down_2a.jpg
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SOLUTIONS
Assignment 1
Item
Task 1

Answer
18m

Clue

Task 2

30m2

Task 3

360m3

V=Ab

Task 4

396m2

Alateral=2A1+2A2 ; A1=H•L ; A2=H•l

;

;

Assignment 2
Item
Task 1

Answer key

A1 = 31,5

; C1 = 23.85

;

A2 = 54.45
Task 2

1.7

; 4.25

;
Task 3

Size

number of boxes

/box

Small
Standard
Task 4

Description How

Unit cost

Cost

(€)

(€)

29

35

1015

52

32

1664

5

340

many?
Number of

Weight
(kg)

boxes
(20x20)
Number of
boxes
(12x12)
Glue (1

without loss
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kg/

2020

)
68
Total:

3019

Assignment 3
Height

Lower deck leight

Upper deck leight (road)

(m)

(m)

(m)

85

172

395,25

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dom_Lu%C3%ADs_I_Bridge
Item
Task 1

Answer key

a<0
f(x)=ax2+bx+c ; b=0 ; c=85  f(x)=ax2+85
=85 

 c=85

f(86)=0  a•862+85=0 ;
Task 2

V(x=-b/2a; y=-D/4a)
V(0; 85)

Task 3

f(x)=ax2+bx+c (1) x=x0+v0t+at2/2 (2)
const c=x0 (initial distance); const b= v0 (initial velocity);
const a=a/2 (a acceleration)
The role of the unknown “x” in the square equation is played by time “t”.
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Assignment 4
Item
Task 1

Answer key

a
Arch of Triumph in Bucharest,
Romania
- the first and second degree
function.

b
Basilica Cistern in Istanbul,
Turkey
- the second degree function, or
the sinus function as well.

c
Matthias Church in Budapest,
Hungary
- the second degree function.

d
Stefan the Great in Chisinau,
Moldavia
-the exponential function.
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e
Sao Bento train station, Porto,
Portugal
-the sinus function.

f
Upside Down House in
Szymbark, Poland.
-the first degree function.

Task 2

Using Geogebra program plot the grafs automately.
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AUTHORS OF THE SCIENTIFIC AND METHODOLOGICAL PART:

Teachers:
Liceul Teoretic „Tudor Arghezi”,

Anca Gabriela Bărbulescu (Physics)

Craiova, Romania

Maria Cristina Rotaru (English)
Cristina Janina Rotaru (Mathematics)
Georgeta Vancea (English)
Teachers:

Colégio Casa Mãe,
Paredes, Portugal

Paula Loureiro (English)
Luís Moreira (Biology)
Teachers:

Zespół Szkół Ogólnokształcących 5 IV Beata Julia Walas (English)
Liceum Ogólnokształcące z Oddziałami Beata Krystyna Czaja (History)
Mistrzostwa Sportowego im. Marynarzy
Marzena Agnieszka Drywa (Mathematics)
WOP,
Aleksandra Agnieszka Jędrys (English)
Gdansk, Poland
Teachers:
Budapesti
Gépészeti
Szakképzési Katalin Nagy (English)
Centrum
Eötvös
Loránd Éva Nagy ( Mathematics)
Szakgimnáziuma és Szakközépiskolája,
Rita Babutsán (Hungarian Grammar and
Budapest, Hungary
Literature)
Gyöngyi Ágostonné Juhász (English)
Teachers:
Istituto
d’
“G.Boccardi”,
Termoli, Italy

Istruzione

Superiore Pierpaolo Palladino (Building design and
technology /Technical drawing)
Pasqualino di Lisio (Scientific subjects)
Teachers:

Nezihe Derya Baltali Bilim ve Sanat Münire Alagöz (English)
Merkezi,
Hurşit Çalışkan (Head Teacher)
Denizli, Turkey
Mutlu Yaylak (Physics)
Eşref Gürel (Mathematics)
Nurten ÖZdemir (Science)
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AUTHOR OF THE LINGUISTIC SUPPORT:

Teacher:
Liceul Teoretic „Tudor Arghezi”,

Maria Cristina Rotaru (English)

Craiova, Romania
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